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Pushkin's mother 
Nadezhda Ossipovna Gannibal 
(1775–1836)
 comes  through her paternal 
grandmother from German and 
Scandinavian nobility. She was 
the daughter of  Ossip 
Abramovich Gannibal 
(1744–1807) and his wife Maria 
Aleksejevna Pushkina
 (1745–1818)



Pushkin's father 
Sergei Lvovich Pushkin 
(1767–1848) comes  from 
a distinguished family of  
the Russian nobility which 
traced its ancestry back to 
the 12th century



Olga Sergeevna  - the sister of  
A. S. Pushkin. Was very friendly 
in childhood and adolescence.
The poet belonged to her 
friend, shared their impressions 
and often asked her advice. 
Olga Pushkin, fairly well-read 
in the literature, French and 
Russian, and she was no 
stranger poetic inspiration; 
excerpts from her album the 
lyrics of  French and Russian.



Lev Sergeyevich Pushkin was 
born, like his brother 
Alexander Pushkin in Moscow
In 1815, Leo entered the main 
German School at the Lutheran 
Church of  St. Peter. Then he 
studied at the guest house at 
Tsarskoye Selo Lyceum, and 
then in the boarding school at 
the Main Pedagogical Institute. 



LYCEUM IN PUSHKIN'S LIFE



Some interesting fact: Pushkin entered high school «по 
блату". His uncle was personally acquainted with the 
founder of  the institution Sperdnski, and asked the petition 
for his nephew (in those days  only 30 people entered the 
lyceum).



Some interesting fact: In high school, the future 
poet was the most underachieving student. He had 
the lowest marks in  the whole class.



Some interesting fact: After graduating from the 
lyceum in 1817 Pushkin was "excellent" only in fencing, 

Russian and French literature. All his studying was in  
constant duel and "sharp tongue“ talks.



In the Lyceum years 
Pushkin  had written 
about 120 poems and 

began work on the 
poem "Ruslan and 

Lyudmila". 



LOVE STORY





I loved 
you…



Стрельцов Руслан 8А 

«Я помню чудное 
мгновенье …»



Болонина Ирина  8А 

«Я вас любил …»



 Клетенкова   Вика 8А 

«Я вас любил …»





L.N. Tolstoy



A.I. Gertsen



N.G. 
Chernyshevsky



I.S. Turgenev



N.V. Gogol





Закиров Аяз 8А 

«Узник»



Русанова Дарья 8А 

«Во глубине сибирских 
руд»



Миннулина Индира 8А 
«Узник»



Бердигулов Айрат 8А 

«Узник»



Жидовинова Катя 8А 

«Узник»



Учащиеся 3А 

Английские детские 
стихи и песни








